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Item 1

Name and Address of Company
Digatrade Financial Corp.
1500 West Georgia Street, Suite 1300
Vancouver, BC V6G-2Z6

Item 2

Date of Material Change
June 16, 2020

Item 3

News Release
June 16, 2020
Dissemination via Sedar and under Form 6-K on Edgar

Item 4

Summary of Material Change
PILOT LAUNCH, MARKETING ROADMAP AND SOLUTION INTEGRATION
ADVANCING WITH LEADING PAYMENT SERVICE PROVIDERS

Item 5

Full Description of Material Change

5.1

Full Description of Material Change
PILOT LAUNCH, MARKETING ROADMAP AND SOLUTION INTEGRATION
ADVANCING WITH LEADING PAYMENT SERVICE PROVIDERS

Vancouver, British Columbia / ACCESSWIRE / June 16th, 2020 - DIGATRADE
FINANCIAL CORP (OTCPK: DIGAF), www.DigatradeFinancial.com, a financial
technology services company, today announced that its subsidiary, Securter Systems Inc.
(“Securter”) continues development of secure on-line patent-pending fintech security
assets with strategic progress, specifically, the launch of our pilot to our customers is
imminent. In preparation, our team is developing marketing and sales roadmaps to
secure our success and our technical team is working diligently with our Payment Service
Provider (“PSP”) completing critical technology integration. We have received all the
necessary data reference points for the ecommerce account set up to process online realtime payment transactions, including developer guides, Application Programming
Interface “API”, Software Development Kits “SDK’s” and our Intuitive Transaction
Monitoring Portal “ITMP”
Director of sales and partnerships; Rishon Talkar stated: “The silver lining of a global
timeout for many business owners is the opportunity to rethink and refine their business.
For an entrepreneur to bounce back and thrive, acceptance and mutation is key, delayed
decision making can lead to a death blow in this new world. Environmental,
technological and regulatory changes have disrupted business as we know it. I see this
every day, merchants who once said no, called back and signed up. A business can’t
afford to stay behind. Partners on the other hand need to promote new technology to sell,
otherwise there isn’t much of a conversation they can have with merchants, as other
expansion plans may have paused.”

Day-to-day activities face hard limits including in-store customer capacity and customer
business interaction is becoming less personal – in summation; few aspects of the pre
Covid19 business model remain unscathed. Especially prone to innovation is the medium
through which commerce is conducted, a lowest common denominator for all business,
money. Natural selection has marginalized the exchange of paper money and for the firsttime end-of-life for this tender is conceivable. Payment processing and ecommerce
platforms have been integrated to minimize both merchant-costumer contact and fraud.
Securter is providing these merchants with an omni-channel and seamless payment
experience, whilst providing their customers with the personalized experience and
security that they have come to expect. Securter’s CEO, Steve Epstein stated “our team
is focused on delivering to merchants and their customers a safe, secure & cost effective
on-line transaction experience. Beyond that, we are developing solutions that address the
needs and requirements of businesses as they adjust to new and onerous protocols to
maintain public safety as they re-open.”
In addition, Securter Systems Inc “SSI” today provides the results of its recent
shareholders meeting: All items put before shareholders where unanimously approved.
All Board members and Officers were re-elected for the ensuing year.
Further information will be made available as it materializes.
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Disclosure for Restructuring Transactions
None
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Reliance on subsection 7.1(2) of National Instrument 51-102
None
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None
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Executive Officer
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